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The maximum difference of cosine functions is 2 which corresponds to minimum values of 
interaction constant and external field force amplitude. The amplitude of external field force can 
be calculated on the base of electric field at microwave intensity I ~10 mWt/cm2. Electric field is 
calculated from the expression of IE 20≈ and equals to 4.7 V/cm. In this case the 
electromagnetic field force is NF 17

0 10*5.7 −= and 2/13 skg=β . 
Substituting the parameters in the equation (5) by the above mentioned values we can 

evaluate the time of energy accumulation enough for dissociation of covalent bond that is 
nss 1510*5.1 8* =≈ −τ .  

In case of resonant interaction of the first oscillator with external field that is Ωо= ω, the 
time *τ enough for bond dissociation can be also calculated and evaluation of it shows that it is 
slightly less than one for non-resonant case.  

Thus, this paper presented the theoretical model describing the covalent bond dissociation 
process in macromolecules and in water clusters at microwave irradiation. For various bonds two 
parameters will be differed: interaction constant of two oscillators )(β  and bond dissociation 
energy (Q). In this model the role of temperature is easily taken into account by dissociation 
energy decreasing: kTQQQ

2
3* −=→  which leads to decreasing the time of energy 

accumulation enough for bond dissociation.  
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Problem of radiation defect production in oxides at the presence of water is still actually 
because of development of atom and solar energy. The aim of this work was to study the 
contribution of nano-sized particles into the changes of optical and mechanical properties of 
quartz glass upon irradiation with mixed flux of neutrons and gamma-rays of reactor. Samples of 
SiO2 glass (made at SOI, Russia) with the impurity contents below 10–4 wt% were irradiated in 
water in the reactor core at the fast neutron flux (1.4±0.1)⋅1015 cm–2⋅c–1 for 2─100 hours at a 
temperature below 313 K. Two nano-sized structure fragments 1.7 and 1.2 nm (error <10 %) 
were determined in the non-irradiated glass network by the collimated X-diffraction technique, as 
shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig.1 X-ray diffraction patterns of pure SiO2 glass samples: non-irradiated (1) and irradiated in water in 

the reactor core to 1.5⋅1018 cm–2 (2), 1019 cm–2 (3) and 5⋅1019 cm–2 (4: 1-Cristobalite, 2-tridymite). 
 
 

The irradiation destroyed unstable fragments of 1.2 nm size and transformed them into 
smaller ones of 0.7–0.85 nm, with the concentration increasing with the dose growth. After 100 
hours irradiation (5⋅1019 cm–2) there appeared a few selective peaks belonging to nano-inclusions 
of low-temperature α-cristobalite phase (16±1.5 nm) and hexagonal tridymite phase (8±0.5 nm).  

Accordingly, the microhardness decreased, there appeared structure defects trapping holes, 
like well known E'1- 5.75 eV, E'2- 5.38-5.15 eV, non-bridging oxygen atoms NBOH- 4.85-4.67 
eV which are responsible for the optical absorption (fig.2) and photoluminescence bands at 520 
nm and 630 nm excited at 3.99 eV. While neither an optical absorption nor photoluminescence 
were detected in the wavelength range of 190–1100 nm in the non-irradiated samples. 

 
Fig.2 Optical absorption spectra of pure SiO2 glass samples: non-irradiated (1) and irradiated in water in 

the reactor core to fluencies of 1019 cm–2 (2), 2.5⋅1019 cm–2 (3) and 5⋅1019 cm–2 (4). 
 

Stability of the concentration of E'1-centers (5.75 eV) occurred up to the fluency 1019 cm–2, 
because the competing Si-OH centers were generated by the irradiation in water. Provided the 
irradiation dose growing, the energy of E'2 level decreased by 0.23 eV in accordance with 
increasing of the structure fragments sizes from 1.5 to 1.85 nm (fig.1). The correlated growth of 
the concentrations of radiation induced E'2 and NBOH centers and the amorphous background 
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also occurred in the X-diffraction patterns (fig.1), especially at higher fluencies >1019 cm–2. The 
absorption spectra after the maximal fluency 5⋅1019 cm–2 revealed the additional centers E'1- 5.89 
eV and E'2- 5.05 eV (fig.2 curve 4) corresponding to the nano-crystal phases, besides the 
abovementioned ones of glass phase.  

The obtained results allow one to suggest that generation of the color and 
photoluminescence centers relates with the radiation induced structure fragments of 0.7–0.85 nm 
size and amorphous regions of the glass network, on the surface of which broken Si…O bonds 
are accumulated. The highest dose irradiation induces segregation (i.e. ordering in some 
direction) of statistically disordered tetrahedral SiO4 in the amorphous glass matrix, which is 
observed as selective peaks over diffusive bands. 
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In this work the results of influence of 60Со γ-radiation on spectroscopic properties of КI 
type quartz glasses are presented. The samples were cut in the plate form with 3 mm thickness 
and 25 mm diameter preliminary, the surfaces were ground and polished. First of all it was 
necessary to study optical absorption of these glasses and define absorption bands (AB) if they 
belong to defect or impurity centers. For this purpose the optical absorption spectra and X-ray 
luminescence spectra (XL) of initial not irradiated samples and then after 60Со gamma-irradiation 
to the maximal dose of 1.2·108 R at temperature 300 K were measured. 

The analyses of the absorption spectra showed that at this dose the intensity of AB increases 
sharply. It is probably caused by increase of the centers which existed in not irradiated samples. 
After γ-irradiation of КI type quartz glasses the AB at 215 nm appears in UV spectral range, 
which is caused by three-coordinated silicon atoms with a non coupled electron (Е/-centre). With 
increasing of irradiation dose the AB at 215 nm increases that testifies about radiation induced 
creation of structural defects responsible for Е/ centers.  

It has also been established that under γ-irradiation an additional AB appears at 550 nm, 
caused by localization of holes on oxygen of those tetrahedrons where aluminum atoms replace 
silicon, the intensity which strongly depends on the absorbed dose too. These centers can cause 
optical luminescence. Indeed, XL luminescence spectra contain the bands at 402 nm and 550 nm 
which have an impurity character. According to the literary data, these bands are absent in crystal 
quartz. These centers are probably connected with non bridging oxygen ions existing in quartz 
glasses due to presence of metal impurity. The XL band at 402 nm belongs to – Si-Ge- type 
defects. The comparison of the results with the literary data allow us to assume that Al and Ge 
impurities play the special role in appearing of absorption and luminescence bands.  
 
 
 
 


